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The rapid development of information technology makes online education stays
in the wave of changes in information in present world. As the part of the
technological revolution, online education also confronts with problems, such as,
iterative acceleration, business decoupling, and the increasing different of operation
and maintenance issues from the traditional software model to the Internet platform.
As a technical solution to solve the predicament of traditional application
systems, SOA technology is born. SOA architecture has been developed with a
service structure, coarse-grained, open, and loosely coupled. It makes software
function service-oriented and system platform-oriented through the relevant
standards or protocols, to combine and extended application. In this way is the cost
of software development reduced, the agility of the development of software
platform increased to make maintenance expansion more portable.
Taking online education as an example, based on Spring Cloud as a basic
framework of client, MySQL and MonogoDB as data storage, RESTFUL as an
external interface standard, combined with WEB technology, supplemented by Redis
cache and Jenkins automatic building technology, this paper makes the online
education system modular-oriented and platform-oriented through distributed
deployment approach, to verify the feasibility, advantages and disadvantages, of the
rapid development of SOA architecture, and to explore the solution of the Internet
platform common architecture evolution as a turning point.
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